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• What is the theoretical uncertainty of NLO EW result ?

• What is the way / Is there a way to asses theoretical uncertainties ?

• EW:  

• QCD + EW vs QCDxEW:
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Democratic	clustering
Treat photons and partons on the same footing

Becomes relevant in EW corrections (photon radiation) or identified photon in 
final state at LO.

1. Feed everything into a jet algorithm (needed anyway in real rad. in EW corr.)
2. Decide based on the jet constituents if photon isolation is fulfilled (if 

necessary)

3. Both QED and QCD singularities occurring

Leads to QCD singularities

-> Needs to regularized by QCD 
corrections 

-> Mixing of order at LO



Democratic	clustering
Clean and unambigious strategy
(otherwise: first photon isolation then jet clustering or vice versa ? 
possible double counting of parton, might even be infrared unsafe

No need to apply any photon isolation criterion / fragmentation function on 
parton level. Can be done after parton shower



BLHA	interface

• Version 2 contains all necessary building blocks to incorporate EW 
corrections

• Might need some refinements for color- and spin correlated terms.

• GoSam + Sherpa:
EW interface essentially identical to QCD interface 

OLP_GetProcessnumber(process, nr) 
makes contract file obsolete

OLP_EvalSubProcess_EW((label, momenta, mu, restot, acc)) 
identical syntax as for QCD, accuracy not supported at the moment as not 
used.


